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DIVISIBILITY OF HOMOMORPHISMS 

HASSLER WHITNEY 

1. Introduction. The theory of character groups of Abelian groups 
has in recent years become of great importance, especially through 
applications to topology and algebra. The character group of G is 
the group H of homomorphisms of G into the real numbers mod 1. 
Extending this, we may consider the group iJ=Hom (Gt Z) of homo
morphisms of G into a third group Z, or more generally, a "pairing" 
of groups H and G into Z: a multiplication Â*g=z, satisfying both 
distributive laws. 

Of course the duality theorems for character groups will not hold 
in the more general cases; but, under certain conditions, substitutes 
may hold. We expect in later notes to give various facts about pair
ings, and the closely associated problem of divisibility by integers. 
In the present note, we answer the question of when a homomorphism 
of G into Z is divisible by an integer m ; this has an immediate appli
cation to a theorem in combinatorial topology. 

2. Divisibility theorems, discrete groups. We use the following 
notations for a group X and an integer m. 

mX = all mx9 x& X, 

mX = all x G X such that mx = Ö. 

Note that xÇîrnX means that x is divisible by m. 
In the theorems below, we use 

(1) H = Hom(G,Z). 

Let H'(G') denote all h(g), hEH', gEG'. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose G' is a subgroup of G, 

h EH, h' G Hom (G',Z). 

Then hf can be extended over G so that h — mh' in G' if and only if: 
(a) h(G)CmZ. 
03) h'(rng)=h(g)ifmgeG'. 
(7) If m' is a divisor of mt then h'(ni'g)Çznt'Z if rn'gÇzG1. 

The necessity of the conditions is clear. We prove the sufficiency 
first for the case 
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m — pn, p prime. 

To begin with, extend hf over tnG+G' by setting 

(2) h\mg + g') = Kg) + A'fcO (g' G G'). 

This definition is unique. For if ?ng+g' ~tngi+g{, then m(gi—g) (EG', 
and (/3) gives 

0 = A'(0) = *'[m(gi - g) + (g/ - g')] = *(gi - «) + *'(*/ - «'). 

so that 

*(*) + A'(*0 = *(ft) + *'(*/). 
Clearly (/3) holds in tnG+G'. To prove (7), suppose m=m'm". Take 
any 

m'g = wgi + g' G wG + G'. 

Then m'(g—m"gi) = g'ÇzG', and hence, using (2), (a), and (7) in G', 
we find 

h'{m'g) = *(g0 + *'K(g - m"gl)] G ai'Z. 

Let S be the set of all pairs (0, G"), where 

tnG + G' CG" C G, 

0 G Hom (G", Z), 0 = h' in mG + G', 

and such that (|8) and (y) hold with 0 and G" in place of h' and G'. 
Partially order these by setting 

(0i, Gi) < (02, G2) if Gi C G2 and 02 = 0i in Gi, 

that is, 02 is an extension of 0i. By1 Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal 
simply ordered set S' of elements of 5. Let G0 be the set of all g in 
some G" with (0, GROGS', and set <t>o(g)=<t>(g) for such a (0, G"). 
Clearly Go is a subgroup of G, 0o(g) is independent of the (0, G") 
chosen, and (0o, G0) GS ' î hence it is the last element in S', and there 
is no later element in 5. Therefore 0O cannot be further extended in G. 
To prove the lemma for tn—pn, it is sufficient to show that G0 — G; 
for 0o = h' in G' by hypothesis, and (/3) gives 

^0o(g) = <t>o(mg) = A(g), m0o = h. 

Suppose Go 9eG. Then choose an element gi££Go such that for a 
largest possible divisor mi of tn, g iG^iG. Since wGCGo, it follows 

1 Compare Remark 2 in §3. 
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that w i < m , and nti^p», fx<n. Choose gz and g2 so that 

(3) g\ = rnigz, g2 = pgi = pmigz; 

then g2£.Go. Set m%^pn"^x\ then pmmi—m* Since 00 = A' in mG+G', 
(2) gives 

(4) w20o(g2) = <l>o(pmtn2gz) = Kg3). 

Since #2=£wig3 GG0, we may choose 02 by (7) so that 

(5) 0o(g2) = ^102-

Let Gi be the subgroup of G generated by Go and g±. Since p is 
prime, and £gi is in G0 while gi is not, agi£G 0 if and only if as=0 
(mod £) . Extend <£0 through Gi by setting 

(6) *o(ö£i + g) - ÖWI^2 + <l>o(g) (a integral, gEG0). 

To show that this is unique, suppose 

Hi + g = Hi + g'> gi g' G Go. 
Then 

( a - b)gi = g' ~ g G Go, a - b = kp, 

and 

[awi22 + <£o(g)] - [JW1Z2 + #o(g')] = ^ 1 * 2 + 0o(g - g') 

= **o(g2) - <l>o(kpgl) 

= #o(*#2 - kg2) = 0, 

as required. Clearly <t>o is now a homomorphism in G\. 
Since raGCG0, (j3) holds in Gi. To prove (7), take any 

f»'g = Hi + go G Gi (go G Go). 

If w'gGGo, then <t>o(m'g) Çztn'Z, since (7) holds in Go. Suppose it is not. 
By the choice of gi and mi, mf ^m\\ hence for some tn"f m'mn'=wi. 
Now by (3), 

go = m'g - amigz = w'(g - atn"gz), 

and by (7) in G0, 0o(go) —mfz0 for some s0. Now by (6), 

<l>o(in'g) = öWi02 + <̂ o(go) = m'(arn"zi + z0), 

as required. 
We have now shown that (#0, G-j) G 5 . Since <t>o has been extended 

from Go, (0o, G0) -< (<£o, Gi). But this contradicts the fact that 5 ' was 
maximal. I t follows that Go = G, and the lemma is proved for the 
case tn*=pn. 
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For a general m, we shall use induction on the number p(m) of 
distinct prime divisors of m. Say m=mim2, (mi, m2) = l, p(mi) and 
p(m2) being less than p(m). Set 

h\ = m2h', h2 = niih', in G'. 

Then the conditions of the lemma hold for both hi and h2, with mi 
and m2 respectively. Property (a) for mi and m2 is clear. To prove (fi), 
we have 

hi(mig) = m2h
f(mig) = h\mg) = A(g). 

To prove (7), suppose ml is a divisor of mi and mlgÇ.Gf\ then m/ is 
a divisor of m, and (7) for h' gives 

hi(mlg) = m2h
f(mlg) £ m2{mlZ) C m/Z. 

Therefore &i and A2 may be extended over G, so that 

h = mifei = m2^2. 

Now choose integers r, s so that rmi+sm2=sl. Then 

rh2 + shi = (rmi + sm^h! = A' in G', 

m(r/?2 + /̂fi) — rmim2h2 + sm2mihi = & in G, 

so that A/==rA2+^i is the required homomorphism. 

THEOREM 1. For any integer m, hÇ.mH if and only if 
(a) h(G)CmZ, 
(b) A(wG)=0. 

Let G' be the identity alone, and set A'(0)=0. We need merely 
prove (/3) and (7) of Lemma 1. Clearly (/3) reduces to (b); (7) is 
trivial. 

3. Divisibility properties, topological groups. We shall consider 
only topological groups with the following property: 

(P) For each integer m>0, the mapping mg of G into itself is in
terior, that is, maps open sets into open sets. 

An equivalent statement is the following: For every neighborhood 
Uof 0 in G and every m>0 there is a neighborhood V of 0 such that 
U'CmU; that is, all sufficiently small elements of G are divisible by 
m, a solution lying in U. The property holds in the commonly used 
groups. 

REMARK 1. It follows that mG is open in G(m>0); hence, for any 
subgroup G;, mG+Gf is open in G. 

EXAMPLE. If G is the group of dyadic rational numbers, using the 
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topology of the real numbers, and m = 3, then 3G contains no element 
of the form 1/2W. Thus G does not satisfy (P). 

LEMMA 2. Let G and Z be topological groups, and let (P) hold in G. 
Let hf be a homomorphism of G into Z, and set h=mh'. Then hf is 
continuous if and only if h is. 

That continuity of h follows from that of hf is simple (and does not 
use (P)). Suppose h is continuous. Given any neighborhood V of 0 
in Z, choose a neighborhood Ui of 0 in G so that h(Ui)(Z V, and choose 
UQmUi. Now take any g££/. Then g — mgi, giG.Ui, and h'(g) 
^HgOGV, proving that h' is continuous. 

By Horn (G, Z) we shall now mean the group of continuous homo-
morphisms of G into Z. We do not need to consider a topology in H 
here. 

THEOREM 2. If G and Z are topological groups, and (P) holds in G, 
then Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 hold. 

Using the former proofs, we need merely prove the continuity of h'. 
But this follows from the continuity of h and the last lemma. 

REMARK 2. Since mG is open in G and hf is first extended over mGt 

if the proof in Lemma 1 is given in the equivalent form of extending 
h' over larger and larger subgroups of G (as from Go to G\ in the proof 
given), only a finite number of steps will be required in the case of 
most groups G. 

4. On the complete resolution of H by G. We use the following 
definitions and facts.2 If H, G are paired into Z, (H, G') (the nullifier 
or annihilator of G' in H) is the set of all h with h • G' = 0. If (H, G') » 0, 
then G' resolves H. (Then if h\j&hi, there is an element gG.G' with 
hi-g7*h2'g.) If (H, mG')=mH, Gr m-resolves H. (Then if h is not 
divisible by m, there is an element gÇzmG' such that A-g?*0.) "Re
solves" and "0-resolves" are equivalent. If G' m-resolves H for 
all integers m^O, G' resolves H completely. Z is completely divisible 
if mZ=Z for each integer m^O. The main application of the Pontrja-
gin duality theory to topology lieö in the fact2 that any group re
solves completely and is resolved completely by its character group. 

THEOREM 3. If Z is completely divisible, then G resolves H 
= Hom (G, Z) completely. 

* Compare H. Whitney, On matrices of integers and combinatorial topology, Duke 
Math. J. vol. 3 (1937) pp. 35-45. The main statement in footnote 8 of this paper is 
not true. 
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If the groups are topological, we assume G satisfies (P). 
If hÇztnH, say h = mh', then mg = 0 implies 

Kg) = h\mg) = A'(0) - 0, 

and hÇz(H, mG). Conversely, if A£(i7, mG), that is, h(mG) =*=0, Theo
rem l(or Theorem 2) gives hÇztnH. 

5. Application to combinatorial topology. Let Hr(K, X) and 
Hr(K, X) denote the fth homology and cohomology groups, respec
tively, of Ky with the coefficient group X. 

THEOREM 4. Let Z be completely divisible. Then for any G, and 
JS"=Hom (G, Z), we have the isomorphisms 

Hr(K, H) « Horn [Hr(K,G),Z], 

Hr(K, H) « Horn [Hr(K,G), Z\ 

If G and Z are topological, we assume G satisfies (P). 
This is Theorem 8 of Whitney, loc. cit., with the hypothesis weak

ened; it is essentially the Pontrjagin Duality Theorem, slightly gen
eralized. For the proof, we need merely apply Theorem 3 to obtain 
the remainder of the hypothesis. 
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